iOS 5.0: Collected Tutorials, Volume I (Programming iOS)

This volume includes the first six tutorials in the Programming iOS series. The individual
tutorials are available for purchase singly on Amazon.com in case you do not need all six.The
first tutorial, Getting Started, describes what you need to get started writing apps for the
iPhone, iPod touch, and iPad. It specifies the hardware you need and tells how to obtain copies
of Xcode, Appleâ€™s development software, and of the iOS SDK. It explains how to obtain
an iOS Development Certificate and how to register your iOS devices so that you can test your
apps on actual devices. Finally, it demonstrates how to build and run a simple app using these
tools. In the second, The Application Life Cycle, you will step through the life of a simple app,
learn the states an app enters and leaves during its life cycle, learn the UIApplicationDelegate
methods that iOS calls at each transition, and learn what code you need to write in order to
facilitate the appâ€™s smooth transition from state to state. Finally, you will learn how to
code your app to function in the iOS multitasking environment.The third, Views, provides an
overview of views, which are members or descendants of the UIView class. The tutorial
introduces you to superviews and subviews, touches, view controllers, the view drawing cycle,
content modes, view geometry, affine transforms, UIView properties, arranging subviews, and
runtime changes to views.The fourth, View Controllers, will teach you how to subclass the
UIViewController class to create your own view controllers. You will learn how to structure a
view controller to conform to the Model-View-Controller design pattern. You will learn about
the UIViewController methods that you can override in order to make your view controller
function the way you want. This tutorial explains how to respond to memory warnings, and
introduces you to methods for responding to changes in an iOS deviceâ€™s orientation.The
fifth, UIView Animations and View Transitions, will teach you how to use the UIView class
animation methods to create sophisticated animations. It will also teach you how to use the
UIView class methods for transitioning from one configuration of subviews to a different
configuration of subviews.The sixth, Handling Device Rotation, will teach you how to
structure your app so that it responds appropriately when the user rotates the device on which
the app is running. It explains three techniques that you can use to respond to device rotation:
(1) autoresizing, (2) programmatically rearranging subviews, and (3) changing the displayed
view.Each tutorial includes one or more apps that illustrate points made in the tutorial. The full
source code is provided.
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Apple News Format: Design Tutorial. iOS Using the iCloud App ID Service Settings with
Xcode 5 and Xcode 6 . Collection View Programming Guide for iOS How do I set the volume
of audio media for playback with AVPlayer on iOS ?. The iOS 6 SDK introduces a new class
named UICollectionView. In this tutorial, we In this tutorial, we will build a simple app to
display a collection of recipe photos in grid layout. Here are . Set X to 5 and Y to 8. The
width. Appcoda just announced a free iOS programming course for beginners. Here you can
find a collection of free tutorials that are target for beginners Tutorial #5 : How To Handle
Row Selection in UITableView; Tutorial #6. I've solved my share of memory issues in a native
iOS app. Objective-C has never implemented garbage collection in the way when, on an
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iPhone 4S, the app would crash after about 5 minutes of running our UI automated tests. . for
different kinds of testing, but I won't be covering them in this tutorial. iOS eco-system has
grown to support a plethora of iOS devices in the market. iOS Developer, Lifelong learner,
Swift enthusiast, ? Amsterdam On the other hand, if the environment has ample amount of
space, then we can device size and orientation, another tool should be used i.e. Trait
Collection. Overview This guide details how to integrate AppsFlyer's SDK into your iOS app.
You can track akaiho.comork: This framework is required to collect the IDFA from devices.
Without IDFA you cannot . 5. Tracking Deep Linking . See Apple's Remote Notification
Programming Guide for more details. Follow the iOS .
A curated list of awesome iOS frameworks, libraries, tutorials, Xcode Go to 5- minute
installation guide. Table View; Collection View; Expandable Cell; Header; Placeholder
AlexaSkillsKit - Swift library to develop custom Alexa Skills. . the world of crypto: coin
prices, volumes, market caps, ATHs, return rates and more. Learn how to apply iOS developer
knowledge when building Flutter apps. see Animation & Motion widgets, the Animations
tutorial, and the Animations overview. strokeWidth = ; for (int i = 0; i amount of data. 14
topics every iOS developer should aspire to dominate, in order to be able to, Most of the
examples and tutorials are written in Objective-C and with every Timmy gets 5â‚¬ from his
parents every week, same goes for Jenny. Just about every app has one or more collection
views and/or table views.
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